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Studies have been made of the peculiarities of image formation by a Bragg-Fresnel lens (BFL) in the white spectrum of
synchrotron radiation (SR). Experimental results of focusing are obtained for different wavelengths. The results on focusing observed
in an "anti-Bragg" geometry are given. The data obtained have been anlyzed .

Recent advances in diffraction physics and micro-
structuring technology have opened up possibilities for
fabrication of focusing X-ray optical elements on the
basis of perfect single crystals for the hard spectrum
region (>, - 1 k) [1-3] and on the basis of multilayer
mirrors for soft X-rays (10 < X < 100 ?r) [4].

The effect of X-ray (,\ - 1 f1) focusing by a perfect
single crystal with a Fresnel zone structure artificially
formed on its surface (a Bragg-Fresnel lens) was sug-
gested and experimentally realized in refs. [1-3]. X-ray
wave focusing was observed in a one-crystal scheme
without preliminary monochromatization during dif-
fraction on Si(111) planes (a conventional X-ray tube
with a copper anode, Acuxa = 1.54 Â, was used as a
radiation source). In this connection of great interest is
the investigation of the peculiarities of the formation of
BFL diffraction contrast .

Experiments were performed using a synchrotron
radiation beam emitted by a superconducting wiggler
installed on the VEPP-2M, an electron-positron storage
ring [5] (Novosibirsk, Institute of Nuclear Physics,
Siberian Division of the USSR Academy of Sciences).
Under typical experimental conditions the electron en-
ergy in the storage ring was 630 MeV, the maximum
magnetic field on the axis of the wiggler 71 kG, the
electron current in the storage ring 30 mA, the beam
dimensions in the radiated region of the wiggler (dimen-
sions of the radiation source) 60 x 800 pmt. In all cases
the distance between the radiation point and the BFL
was r,4 = 5 m. The SR beam came from the vacuum
chamber of the storage ring through beryllium windows
(the total thickness of Be was 200 g m). The latter
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prevented transmission of the long-wave part of the
spectrum (the SR spectrum under typical experimental
conditions is shown in fig . 1). Rectilinear zone plates
fabricated from silicon single crystals by electron beam
lithography and plasmachemical etching were used as a
BFL. Fig. 2 shows one of these plates (reflecting Si(111)
planes are parallel to the crystal surface) : the zone
height was 3 wm, exeeding the extinction depth value,
the innermost zone width 20 [Lm, the outermost zone
width 0.5 gym, the length 200 [Lm. The BFL is practi-
cally free from chromatic aberrations as compared with
a conventional Fresnel zone plate.

In the experimental layout shown in fig. 3 X-ray
focusing by a crystal lens was observed during 111-re-
flection from Si for different wavelengths (the angle of
wave incidence on the crystal lens was varied in the
experiment) . Fig. 4 shows a number of photographs
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Fig. 1 . SR spectral power densityD of the VEPP-2M supercon-
ducting wiggler at a distance rA= 5 m from the source.



Fig. 2 . Bragg-Fresnel lens .

recorded in the BFL focus (rA = 5 in) : (a) a = 1 A ;
r B = 2.7 cm; (b) X = 1.73 f1 ; rB = 4.4 cm ; (c) a = 2.5 A ;
r B = 6.5 cm ; where rB is the BFL focal distance. It is
readily seen from the images that the lens operates in a
wide spectral range and the size of the focal spot is
practically unaltered and equal to 2-3 Wm (the diffrac-
tion pattern width alters with the variations in the BFL
effective aperture). The size of the focal spot is de-
termined by the resolution of the X-ray plate emulsion .
It can be shown that in this geometry we can ignore
chromatic widening since it equals - 10 -z Wm.

In the same experimental layout we also studied the
changes in image contrast when passing from the region
of a geometrical shadow through the focal plane into
the region behind the focal plane. Fig . 5 shows a num-
ber of photographs corresponding to different rB dis-
tances from the lens for a = 1.38 Â : (a) 2 .5 cm ; (b) 3 .5
cm ; (c) 9 cm . At rB = 2.5 cm (the region in front of the
focal plane, fig . 5a) . In the centre of the diffraction
pattern there appears a maximum corresponding to
Laue reflection from the BFL first zone (a lateral surface
of the zone serves as an entrance slit). Under the
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Fig. 3 . Experimental layout : 1 - superconducting wiggler; 2 -
slit ; 3 - BFL ; 4 - observation plane.

conditions of the experiment all the zones except the
first (20 Wm) one are smaller than the extinction depth
for the Laue case (A L = 18 Wm), hence, the first zone
makes the maximum contribution to Laue diffraction .
The focusing conditions are fulfilled at rB = 3 .5 cm and
the corresponding photograph (fig. 5b) shows a focused
image of the radiation source in the centre of the
diffraction pattern . The image in fig. 5 shows a contrast
reversion in the region behind the focal plane which is
known to be caused by a phase jump of the focusing
wave field by Tr .

Up to now we have considered a focusing layout
when the crystal surface is divided into Fresnel zones in
the Bragg direction, i.e. in the diffraction plane. In the
case of a cylindrical lens such a division can also be
made in the direction perpendicular to the diffraction
plane or, as we call it, in the "anti-Bragg" direction (see
fig . 6). This can be easily done by rotating the BFL
around the normal to the surface so that the generating
line of the zone profile is parallel to the diffraction
plane . In this case we have a phase lens (the X-ray
absorption coefficient is close to zero when the Bragg
conditions are fulfilled) . With due regard to refraction,
the optical path difference of the rays reflected from the
lower and upper surfaces of the zone structure (fig . 7,
on the left) is

4 = 2 h sin 0+2h cos 9 AB = 2h sin 0 + sm°B h ,

where Xv is the Fourier component of crystal polariza-
bility . The first term can be neglected since it is a
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Fig . 4 . Experimental X-ray photographs of focusing for different wavelengths : (a) A =1 Â ; (b) a =1.73 :1 ; (c) A = 2 .5 Â . The marker
bar indicates 50 gym .
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Fig. 6. Experimental scheme of focusing in "anti-Bragg" geom
etry : 1 - superconducting wiggler; 2 - slit ; 3 - BFL; 4 -

observation plane.

multiple of Jt . Then the phase difference between these
rays is determined by the second term and can be

compared with the radiation wavelength . Here the phase
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Fig. 5. Experimental X-ray photographs of the changes in image contrast when passing from the region of a geometrical shadow (a),
through the focal plane (b), into the region behind the focal plane (c). The marker bar indicates 50 [Lm.

shift is
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sinBh - 4vdX° h

where d is the crystal lattice period * . The value

* The following transformation shows that the phase shift
here is determined on the extinction depth scale rather than
on the wavelength scale:
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where Xh is the Fourier component of crystal polarizability .
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Fig. 7. X-ray focusing in "anti-Bragg" geometry: a scheme for the calculation of the optical path difference between the rays reflected
from the lower and upper surfaces of a zone structure (on the left), an experimental image and a densitogram of focusing (on the

right).



(Xo/az )d is constant for a specific reflection. Hence,
the phase shift for this structure at a specific reflection
is independent of the wavelength and determined only
by the zone profile height h . The optimum value of the
phase shift for obtaining a maximum radiation density
in the focusing region should equal iT .

Fig. 7 (on the right) shows an experimental photo-
graph with an image of the source focus in the layout
with "anti-Bragg" focusing : rA = 5 m; rB = 0.4 m; X=
2.5 Â; Si(III) reflection . The size of the focused image
equals 70 pm and, hence, with regard to the reduction
coefficient the source size should be : SS = (rA/rB ) 70
l m= 875 IL in, which follows the size of the radiating
region . It should be noted that in this case the focusing
efficiency is 2%, i .e . the phase shift in the experiment
was equal to 0.4m.

At an optimum height of the structure a focusing
efficiency of up to 40% can be obtained for a rectangu-
lar zone profile and up to 100% for a kinoform lens
(sawtooth profile) *.

The focusing elements of X-ray optics (cylinder and
sphere-shaped crystals) used in SR experiments exhibit
a low spatial resolution (- 0.1 mm) and a low thermal
stability (radiation heating of the crystal changes its
bending radius) . A Bragg-Fresnel lens used as a focus-
ing element permits obtaining a spatial resolution of the
order of 0.1 ~Lm and, moreover, this optics displays

The term "kinoform" was first introduced in ref . [61 and is

widely used now in optical holography.
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thermal stability . Thus, focusing elements, namely,
Bragg-Fresnel lenses, enable one to solve the problem
of creating effective and high resolution X-ray optics for
synchrotron experiments .
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